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Mollisia subglobosa - a rarely recorded disc
fungus, just 2-3 mm. in diameter (see article in
Conservation News, page 5).
Photo: © Mike Crutchley
Introduction
Rainfall for the first quarter of 2015 was
close to average - though brisk winds kept
the more exposed habitats - especially sand
dunes - relatively dry and unproductive.
Spring-fruiting ascomycetes feature strongly
this quarter with new sites for Hypocreopsis
rhododendri (see page 3).
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2014 proved to be more productive than
expected - although disappointing for grassland species, our woodland enthusiasts
pulled the stops out to ensure we passed the
1,000 records for 2014. These records have
now been checked to bring names into line
with the latest checklist, and sent to local and
national recording schemes. Special thanks to
all who contributed throughout the year.
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(Weather data courtesy of FSC, Orielton)

The Kew “Lost and Found” project features strongly in this edition with a report on our microscopy
workshops which were supported by the project, and the latest news on the “Lost and Found” species
including an exciting Pembrokeshire record of Mollisia subglobsa - pictured top right.

David Harries, PFRN coordinator
(dandh@f2s.com)
April 2015

Fungus records
Hemitrichia serpula (The Pretzel Slime Mould) - Matt Sutton
I photographed this slime-mould on the dead end of a grey willow
branch in our woodlands. A posting on the Wild About Britain
fungi forum was picked up by Chris Yeates, who recognised it as
Hemitrichia serpula. This was subsequently confirmed by Bruce
Ing, who noted that it is only the third British record, and the first
for Wales, of a mostly tropical species that is still rare in Europe.
It hadn’t felt particularly tropical when I collected it in December,
and I subsequently found another smaller specimen when chainsawing willow on a frosty day in January (scrub management and
firewood processing gets slower these days.....!)
The species is distinctive, with elongate, winding, branched
plasmodiocarps which usually form a close net, golden yellow or
brownish yellow. These are often seated on a reddish brown
hypothallus. It seems likely to be present in other humid
Pembrokeshire woodlands, so keep an eye out for it on dead
branches and cut or fallen logs.
MDS.

Geastrum triplex (Collared earthstar)
Staff at Orielton Field Study Centre forwarded several pictures of
Geastrum triplex which was found fruiting in good numbers over
the Christmas period. This imposing earthstar measures up to 100
mm across and is usually found in woodlands or tracksides.

Encoelia furfuracea (Spring Hazelcup)
This unusual fungus is an ascomycete which emerges through the
bark of dead hazel stems or, occasionally, alder. The fruit bodies
look like ragged pale brown flower petals, with individual cups
measuring up to 15 mm. across and are usually recorded from
mid-winter to mid-summer.
Currently the only Pembrokeshire site for E. furfuracea on hazel is
Naples Farm, Keeston, where Peter Thompson first noted the species
in 2009. The example pictured here was recorded at the same site in
2015. This spring, at Stackpole, we found our first example with
alder as the host.
The national fungus records database shows over 500 records from
the UK, the majority on hazel. Pembrokeshire’s low number seems
unusual - especially given the the relatively conspicuous appearance
of the clusters of fruit bodies, and the attention paid to hazel in recent
years when looking for Hypocreopsis rhododendri.
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Hypocreopsis rhododendri (Hazel Gloves)
By the end of last year, we had identified three sites for
the section 42 species of conservation concern,
Hypocreopsis rhododendri. Our list of sites has now
extended to seven, mostly from areas with old hazel
coppice.
The first for 2015 was from Haroldston Woods; a site
identified by Jane Hodges as likely to support the
species with all the attributes we consider may be
helpful - a sheltered wooded valley near the coast with
plenty of old hazel coppice. Sure enough, after an hour
or so of exploring, one rather fine specimen was duly Hypocreopsis rhododendri
recorded.

20 mm.

On the same excursion, we confirmed the
continuing presence of the species at the first
recorded Pembrokeshire site, Brandy Brook.
To our surprise, we received an email later
that day from Julie and Haydn Garlick
reporting a new site on a farm near
Yerbeston. Again, a heavily wooded area
with plenty of hazel coppice.
Records for new sites continue to come in,
with an observation of a single fruit body on
willow on at Llangloffan Fen NNR, and a
good site reported from wooded farmland
near Hook.
West Wales distribution copied from the Atlantic
Hazel Action Group website by permission of Dr.
David Genney (SNH). March 2015.

Chondrostereum purpureum (Silver leaf)
Trevor Theobald forwarded this photograph of a fine
example of Chondrostereum purpureum (Silver leaf) on the
cut surface of an Alder trunk. This specimen appears to be
made up of a number of brackets which have merged
together to form an unusually large fruit body mass
measuring over 200 mm. across.
The fungus can attack a range of hardwood trees, but
especially those in the Prunus genus. Symptoms include the
leaves turning a silvery colour (hence the common name),
with the infection weakening or sometimes killing the host
tree. Alder is an infrequent host, with the Fungus Records
Database showing just only 10 records on alder out of over
3,000 UK records for the species.
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Network activities
Microscopy workshops
With an increasing number of local members either using, or interested in using, compound
microscopes, we decided to hold two "taster" microscopy sessions in March. The first session was
supported by Mike Crutchley who came along to give technical advice on setting up instruments to
help the users get the best out of their equipment.

Participants were asked to bring along specimens of
hazel and alder affected by the familar woodwart
fungus - Hypoxylon species. These specimens were
subjected to chemical tests and microscopy to
determine if the samples were the commonly
recorded H. fuscum, or the recently described lookalike species of uncertain distribution: H. fuscoides
(one of the target species in the Kew "Lost and
Found" project).
In the event, all of the specimens turned out to be
H. fuscum, but the hunt continues!
The workshops were generously supported by a
grant from the Kew L&F project which went
towards the cost of materials used by the
microscopists.
If any local members would like to participate in
a microscopy workshop, or would like an
introduction to any other aspect of mycology,
please contact Jane Hodges, Trevor Theobald or
myself so we can organise an event or individual
tuition.

Hypoxylon fuscum records Jan-Mar 2015
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5 mm.

Sand dune fungi
Thanks to support from the Pembrokeshire Biodiversity Partnership, the
PFRN has published a booklet which provides an introduction to sand
dune fungi.
The 24-page, full colour, A5 booklet illustrates 27 species which turn up
on sand dunes including those most commonly encountered. We hope
this booklet will encourage enthusiasts to look out for these often poorly
recorded species
Copies of the booklets will be distributed at PFRN events in Pembrokeshire throughout the season. These will include an autumn fungus
recording walk at Poppit sands which is being arranged as a joint event
with the Darwin Centre. Details of this and other events will be published later in the season.

Library
A number of donors, including Tom Preece, Nigel Stringer and Tony Lewis, have very kindly passed
on a number of books for our library. Lichen books have been donated to the library at Orielton Field
Centre, whilst mycological books have been retained and integrated with Pembrokeshire Biodiversity
Partnership resources, currently in County Hall Haverfordwest.
The PFRN books will be available through a lending library procedure administered by PBP. To
make an arrangement for borrowing books, contact the PBP Implementation Officer by emailing:
biodiversity@pembrokeshire.gov.uk
A list of publications held in the library will be maintained on the PFRN website.
Conservation News
Save our magnificent meadows
A major project to raise public awareness of the importance and plight of
meadows and species-rich grasslands has recently been launched. The project,
led by Plantlife, is the UK’s largest partnership project transforming the fortunes
of vanishing wildflower meadows, grasslands and wildlife.
“The decline and loss of meadows and species-rich grasslands is without parallel in the history of
nature conservation in the UK. What had been a widespread and ubiquitous part of agriculture and
people’s daily lives, disappeared altogether in the space of a single generation. Six million acres of
grassland was ploughed to grow cereals during the Second World War and this started a process
which would see the area of lowland meadows decline by 97% in the following 40 years. Other
species-rich grasslands met a similar, albeit marginally less catastrophic, fate.”
The above text is taken from the project website (www.magnificentmeadows.org.uk) which also
includes specific guidance on the identification, importance and management of waxcap-grasslands.
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Kew “Lost and Found” project
The Kew “Lost and Found” project (see the January issue of our newsletter for details) is continuing to develop with a string of interesting
discoveries from across the UK.
The draft list for the 100 target species has been published and can be downloaded from the L&F
website (www.fungi.myspecies.info/content/lost-found-fungi-project).
Brian Douglas, the "Lost and Found" Community Fungus Survey Leader, took up his position at Kew
Gardens on the 2nd February and is working on the species dossiers that will be circulated to fungus
groups to help with the project. Kew specialists will assist with BMS forays to coordinate the search
for L&F species, and will provide general support to BMS groups engaged in the L&F project.
One species will be of particular interest to recorders in Pembrokeshire is a tiny black fungus called
Lichenora epifulgens (pictured right) which is a parasite on scrambled egg lichen, Fulgensia fulgens
- a lichen confined to limestone. (Images below from www.fungimyspecies website).

The only UK record for this species comes from Stackpole in 2012. We anticipate that early summer
is the best time to look for this species. A hand lens will be essential for finding the black fruit bodies!.

Kew "Lost and Found" project - a Pembrokeshire “Find”
An early success came in February when PFRN members David and Holly Harries, Jane Hodges and
Trevor Theobald found a collection of tiny green-blue disc fungi - spotted by Jane's eagle eye - on a
rotting log of Ilex aquifolium (holly). These were confirmed as Mollisia subglobosa - a rarely
recorded species with the only previous UK records up to the end of 2014 from sites in the New
Forest, Hampshire.
The fungus may be associated with another, rather more common, species: Nectria punicea. This is
a tiny orange-red species which may occur in large numbers on dead holly. Many people will be
familiar with the related, and very common species, Nectria cinnabarina (Coral spot) which is often
found on dead sycamore.
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The Pembrokeshire record came from a broadleaved woodland planted 25 years ago with support
from the Woodland Trust. Although a relatively young woodland, the surrounding hedgebank
contained a number of mature holly trees.
The records from both UK sites came from holly logs that had been cut and stacked some years
previously. In the case of the Pembrokeshire record, the holly has been cut 5 or so years earlier by the
electricity supply company to keep overhead lines free of interference. The logs had been left on the
ground as habitat piles at the request of the landowners.

Left: Typical collection of Nectria punicea. © T. Theobald.
Right: Collection with Mollisia subglobosa (lower right) . © T. Theobald.
NBGW field mycology day
Recent years have seen a strengthening of interest in field mycology in west Wales with the
re-establishment of the Glamorgan Fungus group, the promotion of fungus events at the National
Botanic Garden of Wales, the launch of the Carmarthenshire fungus blog
(www.carmarthenshirefungi.co.uk) and continuing interest from the Pembrokeshire Network and
researchers and enthusiasts in Ceredigion.
In order to forge links between fungus enthusiasts across west Wales, a fungus day will be held at the
National Botanic Garden of Wales on Saturday 16th May 2015. The meeting will provide an
excellent opportunity for networking between fungus enthusiasts from the region.
The programme and detailed arrangements are currently being finalised, but will include:
- Introductions from Carmarthenshire, Glamorganshire and Pembrokeshire representatives
- A presentation by mycologists from the RBG Kew on the "Lost and Found" project.
- The launch of the Wales red data list for rusts (Ray Woods and co-authors)
- A presentation on rust recording in Carmarthenshire (Nigel Stringer)
- A guided fungus walk in the grounds
Particular thanks are due to the NBGW for providing the facilities and the Kew L&F project for
supporting the event.
Refreshments and a buffet lunch will be provided. There will be a charge of £5 per head for attendees.
Places are limited, with bookings available on a first-come first-served basis.
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News from the British Mycological Society
A summary of news items from the British Mycological Society
recording network.

Wild mushroom picking code
In recognition of increasing concerns regarding the excessive and sometimes indiscriminate
harvesting of wild mushrooms in parts of the country, the BMS Field Mycology and Conservation
Committee is revisiting the BMS code of practice to provide guidance and best practice.
BMS foray programme
The 2016 programme includes a Spring event - Juniper Hall (with Brian Spooner), Autumn Hampshire and Overseas - Germany (with Andreas Gminder). There will also be a photography
workshop based at Northern College, Barnsley. Details can be found on the BMS website. Note that
non-BMS members are very welcome at these events.
Common Fungi posters
The BMS has offered local groups complimentary copies of two Common Fungi posters illustrated
by Peter Thwaites for use in support of fungal outreach events (poster details can be found at
http://www.britmycolsoc.org.uk/society/publications/posters).
We have received our copies which are available for display at any suitable events.
Fungus Records Database
Work is progressing well on the new FRD, funded by the BMS, which will be based on iRecord
modules which have been tailored to suit mycological entries. The new system should offer greatly
enhanced facilities including mapping options. System trials are due to get underway in May 2015.
Field Guide to the Resupinates of Hampshire
Paul Hugill has been in touch to advise that he and Alan Lucas of the Hampshire Fungus Recording
Group have published a book entitled "A Field Guide to the Resupinates of Hampshire".
The book contains a full page entry for each of the 290 species recorded to date in Hampshire,
including a few recent finds not yet recorded on the FRDBI. About 250 of these include a high quality
half page photo, the remainder having a half page space for photos which will be emailed to buyers
of the book as and when they become available. Although the book has concentrated on the
resupinates of Hampshire it should be generally applicable to most of southern England, if not most
of the UK.
The book is A5 format, soft cover, 348 pages and fully indexed. The cost is £15, plus first class
postage and packaging (£3.65 within the UK). Further details from Paul at hugill386@btinternet.com
[“Resupinate” meaning the fruiting body is flat against the surface of the substrate, often horizontal.]
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